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I have been asked many times over the years to start an online user forum. I have been using the Livefyre
"comments system" since mid-March 2012 as a "reader comments" section on my Cassiopeia Observatory
reports. In April 2012, a new "Live Forum" was added to the ETX Site. Livefyre has many nice capabilities
and it is currently free (for the features I use). If you have any problems with the comments system please
Email Me.

The Live Forum is unmoderated and all comments will appear immediately when a user posts them. I will
change that only if it becomes necessary. You can reply to existing comments or start a new comment. Please
limit entries to the same topics as you would for email to me. This first "Live Forum" will be for any
discussions on those topics. I have no intention to replace existing forums (ETXAstro Yahoo Group, Cloudy
Nights, etc.), so feel free to use those as alternatives.

The Forum page will be archived at the end of each month and will be available on the Forum Archive.
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19 HOURS AGO

kenc3dan  5 pts

When attaching the LNT to the ETX-90PE there is one tiny hex screw that is always mentioned on the left of the rear of
the OTA. Isn't there a second one that fastens it to the OTA on the right side? My LNT is really loose and I can't imagine
it's really supposed to be mounted with only one screw. Thanks!

ReplyLike

16 HOURS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@kenc3dan Might depend on which LNT model you have. There are several LNT tips on the Helpful
Information: Telescope Tech Tips page.
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23 HOURS AGO

Danweb  5 pts

Hi, Im Dan I dont know where to post this or what to do but I need help. I just purchased a used etx-90ec astro scope off
of ebay. Got it in ,set up and tomy dissapointment it will not do verticle moves. It will turn but no othere movement and
the scope just drops , even if I try to tighten the right knob, which just turns and turns. I opened the right fork mount and
discovered it was broken from the cog inside and had been super glued before, cant fix it and cant find any parts anywhere
and that includes meade. I went to one German site but couldnt find the right arm anywhere. help Please.  Thanks

ReplyLike

22 HOURS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@Danweb The Right Tube Adapter has failed. There is an article on that on the Helpful Information:
Telescope Tech Tips page. No one sells a replacement.

ReplyLike

2 DAYS AGO

Dlndavid  5 pts

Just rec'd circa 2003 etx 70,dec works fine, ra... Motor runs but no movement, pulled off case, nut and gear, looks ok. Any
suggestion to further fix?

ReplyLike

1 DAY AGO

TreeStarMan  5 pts

 Dlndavid  The small plastic cog on those tends to slip.  I used some mild adhesive on the cog in my
90 RA and it runs well now.

ReplyLike

1 DAY AGO

Dlndavid  5 pts

@TreeStarMan Which one is the "cog"?

ReplyLike

1 DAY AGO

TreeStarMan  5 pts

 Dlndavid   TreeStarMan  I don't have it in front of me right now because I'm in
Sweden for 6 months, but what I remember is a small plastic cog, about 4-7 mm across, that is
driving the large plastic, toothed drive wheel.  It sits on a metal pin, and it was slipping on the pin
rather than driving the scope. After I applied a little glue to the connection between the pin and
the cog, everything worked well.
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1 DAY AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@Dlndavid The ETX-70 Repair Guide on the Helpful Information: Telescope Tech Tips page might help.
Also, see the Disassembly Procedure article.
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1 DAY AGO

Dlndavid  5 pts

@mweasner I looked at those...is there a spring that pushes the worm gear onto the main drive
gear in the base? The motor, gear box and worm gear are on a pivot held between 3 aluminum
posts, I foun a small tab of plastic that appears to have broken off the gear box at the top in the
middle that may have lightly engaged the top of the middle aluminum post. I could find any good
pictures in your "links". I will look again. Regards, David

ReplyLike

19 HOURS AGO

Dlndavid  5 pts

@mweasner update...I am gluing the plastic piece (shaped like an upside down J) back on with
liquid weld, this should put the worm gear (cog) in place to engage the RA drive gear and I
believe act as tension spring pushing off the middle aluminum post. I will have to wait until
tomorrow night before reassembling to ensure epoxy is fully cured. PS. I find your sight to be a
wealth of information, since I am also a new owner of 10 year old ETX 90 & 125. Regards,
David.

ReplyLike

16 HOURS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@Dlndavid Glad you like the Site. Thx!

ReplyLike

23 DAYS AGO

robT
Just received a replacement scope for my EXT-80 ( motor drive failure and it was still under warranty).  The Autostar
controller is different.  When I go to align it, it asks if I'm using Magnetic or True North.  The previous one just told me to
put it in the "home" position, north and level.  Is this a newer version than the one I had previously?  Just wondering. 
Seems to work about the same.

ReplyLike

23 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@robT Is it still a #494 (no number keys)? If so, what software version does it have?

ReplyLike

23 DAYS AGO

robT
 mweasner   robT  Yes, still a 494.  Version  44Ed  in the Setup/Statistics menu.
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23 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@robT That's a lot different than the 1.x version in my old ETX-70AT.
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23 DAYS AGO

robT
 mweasner   robT  When I turn it on it says "Ver: 17 Feb 2012"  I got the original
one at the end of Jan 2012 so I guess it would be safe to say this one is newer.
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24 DAYS AGO

frankben  5 pts

ETX #497 cable RJ45 connector.... of the red and blue wires which one is ground and which is positive......in the world of
DC circuits usually red is positive need help making this desicion....kind regards Frank

ReplyLike

23 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@frankben See the Cable section on the Helpful Information: AutoStar Info page.
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23 DAYS AGO

frankben  5 pts

@mweasner thanks so much I am good to go ....wired it up add 12v dc and the auto star lLED's lit
up :) good to go

ReplyLike

23 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

@frankben Enjoy!
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26 DAYS AGO

JHouz  5 pts

I own an ETX125 bought sometime around 2000. Is there any way to convert it to GPS for alinement?  I am considering
sending it to Dr. Clay for  supercharge.

ReplyLike

26 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

 JHouz  There are some GPS articles on the Helpful Information: AutoStar Info page.  However,
adding GPS really doesn't add that much unless you use your telescope at several widely separated sites.
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26 DAYS AGO

JHouz  5 pts

 mweasner  Thanks for the quick reply!!   Over the years I have visited your site quite
often and have always respected what you have had to say. Would you recommend a supercharge
from Dr. Clay?  Its in great need of a tune up.
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Feedback Archive

Check the Feedback Archive for previous editions of the Feedback pages.

26 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

 JHouz  Thanks!  Glad you like the Site.  And yes, I can recommend Dr. Clay's work.

ReplyLike

26 DAYS AGO

JHouz  5 pts

 mweasner  Thanks again... Have a good night.

 

Regards, John,
ReplyLike

26 DAYS AGO

TreeStarMan  5 pts

 JHouz  A Cube pro works really well with an ETX90 OTA, and it has GPS.

ReplyLike

27 DAYS AGO

TreeStarMan  5 pts

I have been using my ETX90 on an iOptron Cube Pro mount, and it works very well. All you need is a short vixen style
dovetail. The ADM brand dovetail works well because it has a slot and no drilling is required, but the alternative is to drill
an extra hole to suit the holes under the ETX OTA. Make sure you countersink the holes, and get two countersunk 1/4"
screws to make the attachment. My screws are 25 mm (1 inch) in complete length and they work well, but you may need
to vary them depending on the dovetail you use. Has anyone used an ETX125 on a Cube Pro? Theoretically the OTA
should be just under the maximum payload for a Cube Pro. Kind Regards, Euan Mason

ReplyLike

27 DAYS AGO

TreeStarMan  5 pts

I should have mentioned that for comfortable viewing it helps to have an ETX to Standard CAT visual back
converter and a 90 degree star diagonal, otherwise you will be looking horizontally through the scope using
the internal tilt mirror.
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27 DAYS AGO

mweasner  6 pts

 TreeStarMan  Search the ETX site for "iOptron" and you'll find some items on using it with an ETX.
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Go to the ETX Home Page.
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